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Catfish Connections – Riding the Confidence Wave
Happy October everyone. I can’t
believe it is already Fall. It sure hasn’t
felt like it in the south. I am confident
that this heat will relinquish soon.
Speaking

of

confidence,

having

confidence in all we do can improve any
outcomes, especially fishing. I believe
confidence comes from some key elements before, during
and after a fishing trip. They include knowledge, preparation,
flexibility, and perseverance.
The first key element is knowledge. We gain this from
references,

videos,

articles,

on-the-water

experiences,

mentors, etc. Applying what we think we know and changing
the knowledge set under varying conditions while having
successful outcomes, like a big catch, is key. Keep good notes
and records of trips and save key content pieces for future
reference.
The second is preparation for a fishing trip or tournament.
Hard work will pay big dividends and build the confidence
“that you can do it”! Check the weather conditions, fishing
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reports, water levels, guide reports as a first step. Ensure your
equipment is ready. Keep your outboard motor and boat well
maintained.
Once on the water, if your game-plan does not work, be
flexible in technique, depth, and approach and stay confident
as you do it. I believe the fish can feel your vibes and body
language. Just keep having “You can do it!” thoughts.

Front Cover:

Capt. Ty Konkle shows
off a nice Chickamauga
blue cat that he caught
with acquired confidence.
His confidence comes
from spending time on the
water and paying attention
to details.
Ron Presley photo.

Lastly, learn from the experience and be positive. Even a
bad day on the water fishing is still a good day.
God Bless,
Dan Dannenmueller, Publisher
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by Ron Presley

Learn to trust your gut.

S

uccessful
catfish
anglers
have
confidence in their boat, their
equipment, their bait, their partner,
and themselves. Anglers who lack a high
level of confidence are not likely to perform
as well as those that do have confidence in
themselves.
Sports psychologist, Dr. Jim Taylor,
says on his website [drjimtaylor.com] that
“Confidence is the single most important
mental factor in sports.”
He goes on to define confidence as “…
how strongly you believe in your ability
to achieve your goals. Confidence is so
important because you may have all of the
ability in the world to perform well, but if you

Casey Tutorow is shown here with his
tournament partner, Andrew Han, with a
couple of great fish caught from his new
SeaArk ProCat 200. Tutorow believes
strongly that confidence in yourself, your
partner, and your boat will pay big dividends
in your fishing.
don’t believe you have that ability, then you
won’t perform up to that ability.”
The good news is that Taylor says
confidence is a skill that can be learned. I
think this is an important recognition for
catfish anglers who for whatever reason
don’t fish this tournament or that tournament
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because of a deceived lack of skills and a
low level of confidence.
Catfishing can often be a mental game.
Anglers are facing various decisions all day
long and having confidence in their decision
making is essential. The physical skills can
be grasped and when they are, the mental
skills can be mastered. And that includes
confidence.
Tournament angler Casey Tutorow views
catfishing similar to how Taylor views all
sports. Like Taylor, he believes that the skills
that lead to confidence can be learned.
Tutorow also notes the importance of
having confidence in your partner, your
boat, your equipment, and your bait. Each
one of these is another element affecting
your confidence. Time on the water is key
in mastering these elements of confidence.

Tutorow is a firm believer in Catch-PhotoRelease (CPR). As more and more anglers
adopt this simple policy, the bigger the
impact will be on our trophy catfish stock.
Confidence in Your Partner
“Tournament catfishing is a team sport,”
stated Tutorow. “Teams are typically
made up of 2 or 3 anglers. Teams spend
a tremendous amount of time together
traveling and fishing. When teaming up with
somebody I would recommend that you look
for someone who you get along with well.
It is always nice to have a good friend as a
partner.”
“Tournament catfishing can be stressful at
times. Being able to communicate and make
decisions together is huge. If you don’t work
well together as a team then you should just
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stay at the dock in tournament fishing.”
Confidence in Your Boat
Boats are an important choice for
tournament anglers and dependability is a
must. Tutorow has long chosen SeaArk as
his boat of choice. It is the one that gives
him the confidence he is looking for.
“Your boat is your number one tool on
the water,” explains Tutorow. “Having the
confidence that it is going to hold up to all
the conditions you meet up with is critical.”
“In tournament catfishing, you will see all
kinds of boats. I run a SeaArk ProCat 200.
I just recently upgraded. Before the 200, I
ran a 1672 SeaArk. I’ve had great luck and
experienced great durability out of these
boats.”
“SeaArk is an industry-leading company
for a reason. I would highly recommend to
give them a test ride if you haven’t been in
one before. Having confidence in your boat
will help keep you at the top of your game.”
Confidence in Your Equipment
Catfish get huge. That fact alone is reason
enough to carefully select your equipment.
You don’t want to hook that catfish of a lifetime
only to lose it to inferior equipment. Advice
from friends on equipment is a starting point,
but using and testing equipment yourself
cannot be beat when it comes to building
confidence in your gear.
“Not only having confidence in your own
ability but your equipment is key,” instructed
Tutorow. “Some of these big catfish are
bruisers. You never know when you might
hook into the 100 pounder you have been
chasing. I recommend top quality products
and gear. Time on the water in different
situations will help make your choices
related to equipment and help you become
an all-around better angler.”
Confidence in Your Bait
It is not unusual to hear catmen taking
about bait, weeks in advance of a tournament.
Social media is filled with queries about
where the bait is. It is a known fact among
catfish pros that fresh bait is a confidence

Big cats like this require good equipment.
Tutorow recommends time on the water
to help you choose the right equipment
and consequently, increase your overall
confidence.
builder.
“To be a good catfisherman you have to
be a great bait fisherman,” instructs Tutorow.
“We spend hours, sometimes days, catching
bait leading up to the big events. If you don’t
have good fresh bait when targeting trophy
catfish, you are starting at a disadvantage
and it can affect your confidence.”
“Good, bloody, fresh, natural, bait is the
best thing you can use. Bait is the number
one thing you use to coax that fish into biting.
It is extremely important to make sure it’s as
fresh as possible.”
“If I don’t have fresh bait I don’t even want
to go to the river,” said Tutorow. “The one
exception is in the winter in colder water. I
don’t notice as much of a difference and I
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will use frozen bait.”
Confidence in Yourself
The final part of the puzzle is having
confidence in yourself. Some anglers are
naturally confident, while others have to learn
it. Thankfully, as pointed out by Dr. Taylor,
confidence is a skill that can be learned.
Tutorow is a believer in mastering multiple
techniques as a builder of confidence. The
more methods you have mastered, the more
confidence you have to tackle that next
tournament and whatever Mother Nature
throws at you.
“I encourage people to pick a technique
and practice, practice, practice,” instructs
Tutorow. “Then when the next tournament
rolls around, and the water is 20 feet high,
you know how to pick up your bumping
rod and get out on the water. Or, you know
how to deploy those planer boards when
necessary. Being comfortable with multiple
techniques and having the ability to change
when needed will give you more confidence
in different situations on the water.”
“Confidence in fishing is one of the most
important tools to have in your tackle box,”
Tutorow said. “If you don’t have confidence
in your partner, boat, bait, equipment,
and strategy or technique you won’t be as
successful as you could be and you might
find yourself discouraged when having a
tough day on the water.”
Given his job and family situation,
when Tutorow goes fishing it is typically in
tournament competition. Even though he is
competing against the other anglers he is
also competing with himself and it helps him
develop his strategy for the tournament.
“I want to strive to get better,” explained
Tutorow. “Every time I go out fishing, I try to
put pieces of the puzzle together. I check
weather reports, solar-lunar calendars,
water temperatures, and current flow rates.”
“I collect all the information I can,”
continued Tutorow. “Then I try to think back
to past experiences and develop my gut
decision on the fishing.”
On one occasion Tutorow and Han
fished a tournament out of Hovey Lake with

access to the Ohio River. As they travelled
to the location, they discussed the current
conditions and considered locking through

“…confidence is a skill that can
be learned.”
the dam. Their confidence in making location
decisions paid off.
“We discussed past experiences in the
truck,” explained Tutorow. “Our discussion
brought to mind a spot upriver that we
thought would be holding fish this time of
year. It just seemed right to us and at takeoff
we headed to that spot. When we arrived,
we caught 11 fish in the first hour. They were
all 8 to 15 pounds. We fished for a few more
hours and caught several more but nothing
bigger.”
“We decided to move upriver,” continued
Tutorow. “We drove by an area I had never
seen before but it looked really good. It was a
big outside bend with a lot of rock structure.
My gut told me there had to be some big
fish in the area. We moved down to the
rocky area and within two hours we caught
a 67- and 28-pound fish. We added another
28 pound over fish. Having confidence in
ourselves and our decisions paid off.”
Tutorow believes that time on the water
and all those experiences that go with it are
important to confidence building. Which in
turn leads to trusting your gut when needed.
Just like the science suggests, he believes
confidence is something he has learned and
you can too.
“I believe confidence is something I have
learned,” concluded Tutorow. “I gained
confidence from success. I gained success
from time on the water and drive. I believe
that years of experience in anything you do
in life will help you learn to be confident in
the tasks you are required to perform. As
you spend time on the water and learn to
trust your gut, it will pay off big time.”
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- Ron Presley

CATFISH BASICS

Catfish Basics #073

Dragging/Drifting the Flats –
Cad Daly, B’n’M Poles

I like dragging the flats. Just remember that they are
not all alike. There can be subtle differences. But the
basics of fishing them are pretty cut and dried.
If you can find a flat that you can cover in one pass
that’s a plus. I think of one area in particular where
there are two flats close together with a deep channel
between them. If one does not produce the other one
might.
Especially in the sunshine, fish will come to hang
out on both sides of the ledges that run off the flats. And sometimes they
will be on top of the flats. What I really like to do is run close to the middle
of the flats and spread baits on both sides of the boat and out the back. My
presentation is hitting the top and both side slopes at different depths. Planer
boards give me the width I need to place the outside baits where I want them.
If the water happens to be dropping, I will drag a little closer to the
channel (deeper). I think the fish move out with the water dropping. Try this
presentation and see if it doesn’t put more fish in the boat.
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HOW TO?

B’n’M How-to Video:
Bait Tip
with Captain Brian Barton
Brian Barton Outdoors
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Catfish Gear #021 — Off Shore Tackle Planer Boards

P

laner boards have become a vital
part of most catfish angler’s arsenal.
They were used for years in walleye
fishing and have now been adopted by
many catfish anglers. There are not many
catfish boats that don’t planer boards
onboard. If they don’t have them, they
should.
Anglers have discovered that there is
no better way to increase your spread
when dragging or even anchored in the
current. Just put one or two boards out
each side of the boat and watch your
catfishing success grow.
Planer boards are not as hard to get
used to as some anglers think. They are

Chris Souders is shown here with a nice
blue cat he caught on the Pro Mag Offshore
planer boards.
pretty simple and they increase the odds
of putting fish in the boat. Chris Souders
carries different size boards in his boat
for different applications.
“I find Off Shore Tackle planer boards
to be some of the most dependable and
toughest boards on the market,” Souders
said. “I run two different sizes on my boat
depending on my targeted fish.”
“The OR12 boards are the perfect size
to drag baits in small lakes for channel
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catfish,” continued the Oak Hill, Ohio
angler. “I can normally drag weights up
to 4 ounces with small to moderate size
baits. They provide a good wide spread,
even at lower speeds (.3 to .5 mph).”
“My favorite boards to run are the Pro
Mag series,” explained Souders. “I can
do everything from drag baits to suspend
baits in any lake or river with the Pro
Mags. Being able to have one board that
you can suspend 8 ounces of weight with
a large bait in the Ohio River is a must for
me. Then to turn right around and drag 6
ounces or less on Lake Wheeler in 3-foot
waves, with the same boards, is a real

confidence booster.”
“Actually, only having to have one set of
boards to fish two different situations not
only boosts your confidence, it is also a
huge space saver in your boat,” concluded
Souders. “I recall my catch rate increasing
around 35% instantly when I started using
planer boards. If that doesn’t boost your
confidence, I don’t know what will.”
Visit the Off Shore Tackle website at www.
offshoretackle.com to view their full line
of catfish gear.
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by Keith “Catfish” Sutton

Don’t count on pure dumb luck for catching catfish. Instead, study more
about these fish every chance you get to improve your odds of success.

A

ll of us would rather be fishing than
sitting at home or work reading or
talking about our favorite pastime. But,
honestly, we spend much more time off the
water than on it, and if we want our catfishing
excursions to be successful, we should spend
that down time studying as much as we can
about whiskerfish and methods for catching
them.
Catfishing is one of the most varied angling
activities. Participants fish night and day yearround, for big fish and small, from boats and
shore, using natural and artificial baits on
everything from ultralight combos to heavyaction baitcasting rigs. If we want to improve
the odds we’ll catch more catfish, we need to
study every facet of the sport we can, from

If you want to catch trophy catfish like this,
or just a mess of smaller cats for the dinner
table, it pays to learn all you can from
books, videos, websites and mentors when
the opportunity presents itself.
the behaviors of different catfish species to
choosing the right rods, reels, line and bait.
Sometimes catfish cooperate. Sometimes
they don’t. But they will cooperate more often
if you fish with skill instead of depending
on dumb luck. Sure, luck plays a big role
in this sport. But day in and day out, smart
anglers will almost always catch more fish
than lucky anglers. The more we study, the
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BACK TO SCHOOL FOR CATFISHING SUCCESS
smarter we become. And as we become more
knowledgeable, our confidence grows and we
become more mentally prepared to deal with
whatever catfish throw our way.
Books and Magazines
When I started catfishing more than 50
years ago, books about catfishing were as
rare as 50-pound channel cats. You could
count the number of titles on the fingers of one
hand.
Fortunately, that’s changed. Today’s angler
can find dozens of books—hard copies and
digital—that are full of useful information.
While some are out-of-print and difficult to find
in stores, you’ll have no trouble locating copies
you can purchase from on-line dealers such
as Amazon.com, Ebay.com and AbesBooks.
com.
Among the books I like and refer to often
are several written and published by the folks
at In-Fisherman. These include the classic
Channel Catfish Fever by Doug Stange,
Steve Quinn and Toad Smith, three of the
best catfish anglers who ever wet a hook,
and books in the Critical Concepts series,
like Catfish Fundamentals: Foundations for
Sustained Fishing Success, Catfish Location:
Finding Catfish in Lakes Rivers & Reservoirs,
and Catfish Presentation: River Strategies.
I’ve read these books again and again, and
never fail to learn something new each time.
Red River catfish guide Brad Durick has
written some helpful titles, too, including
Cracking the Channel Catfish Code, a
book chock-full of fresh, in-depth research
about river current, water temperature and
metabolism; and Advanced Catfishing Made
Easy. The latter is designed to allow you to
look up the weather and water conditions in
preparation for your fishing trip. You simply
match your local conditions to the season,
then follow the simple approach to find the
pattern that the fish are on at the time.
A Google search will help you turn up

“… smart anglers will almost always
catch more fish than lucky anglers”

Reading some good books about catfishing
in your spare time can help you learn
important facts about catching these
whiskered brutes.
many more books full of great catfishing
information, including Catfishing in the South
by Jeff Samsel, Masters’ Secrets of Catfishing
by John Phillips, The Catfish Hunters by Jake
Bussolini and Mac Byrum, and several titles by
yours truly, including Hardcore Catfishing (see
sidebar). Sample texts and tables of contents
for many can be found at google.com/books.
While you’re at it, check out some of the
magazines that regularly publish informative
catfishing information, especially In-Fisherman
and In-Fisherman’s Catfish In-Sider, plus the
individual state magazines put out by Game &
Fish (gameandfishmag.com). An inexpensive
subscription can give you year-round access
to some of the most up-to-date info available,
including annual catfish forecasts and hot new
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Finding a mentor willing to teach you the
finer points of catfishing first-hand can lead
to greater success on each time you’re on
the water.
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tactics.
And, of course, we hope you’ll keep
coming back here to CatfishNow.com for our
free monthly magazine loaded with articles
by America’s top catfish anglers. There’s no
better source of information for whiskerfish
fans who want to keep on top of the latest
trends in the sport.
On the Web
Another way to learn more about catfishing
is to get on your computer or smartphone
and explore the internet. The information
age has made this “the age of catfishing” as
well, and lots of facts about the best places to
fish, the right equipment to use, the rigs and
tactics to employ and so forth are available
through sources you might not have thought
of, including the websites of fishing tackle
manufacturers, social media sites, blogs and
YouTube. We can barely scratch the surface
in a discussion of them here, but to get you
started, here are some I like to use. Others
you can find by doing a Google search.
If you’re on Facebook, for instance, a
search there can help you locate groups with
an emphasis on catfishing such as Catfishing
America, Flathead Catfish Hunters Group, Special Offer
Arkansas Catfishing Association, Midwest Keith “Catfish” Sutton is offering his
Catfish Chasers, LoneStar Catfishing, Catfish book, Hardcore Catfishing: Beyond
Weekly and many, many more. These often the Basics, at a special discount for
provide real-time information on where Catfish Now subscribers. Regularly
catfishing is hot and events like tournaments. $17.95, this 179-page full-color
They’re especially good to belong to if you
want relevant local information about the area volume full of catfishing tips can now be
purchased for just $10 plus shipping.
you fish in.
Texas catfishing guide Chad Ferguson has To receive your autographed copy,
a great website with lots of tips, tricks and send a check or money order for $15
information called CatfishEdge.com. You’ll to C&C Outdoor Productions, 15601
find podcasts, videos, books and blog posts Mountain Dr., Alexander AR 72002.
on everything imaginable, such as “Choose
the Right Cast Net, You’ll Catch More Catfish
Bait,” “10 Simple Fish Finder Troubleshooting and Catfish Reel,” “Catching Channel Catfish
Steps for Success” and
on the River With Fiber Nuggets” and “How
I’m Catching Channel Catfish in my Front
“The Best Rigs for Catfishing.”
Yard.” Go to YouTube, put the term you want
Jeff Williams at Team Catfish provides a to learn about in the search box and hit return,
great source of tips through his TeamCatfish1 and you’re on the way to finding thousands
YouTube channel. Recent videos he’s posted of other videos posted by catfish fans far and
include “How to Rig Up a New Catfish Rod wide.
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Many state fisheries departments have
posted catfishing information on their websites,
too. These are often great resources when
you need “where to go” information, with tips
on the best lakes, rivers and ponds to fish.
Real School
They’re not very common, but
occasionally community colleges and other
education groups offer special courses
that teach participants the ins and outs of
catfishing. Recently, for example, Tulsa Tech
in Oklahoma offered an eight-hour course
titled “Crappie and Catfish Go To College.”
This class attracted many local anglers who
wanted to learn the basics of catching these
two types of fish.
State fisheries agencies sponsor
occasional catfishing seminars, too, as well
as fishing tackle retailers like Bass Pro Shops.
Watch for details in your local newspaper or
online publications.
You also should watch for events like
the Catfish Conference (catfishconference.

com), which attracts individuals and families
from across the country who come together
to share the passion of catfishing. They often
include expert speakers who teach about
various aspects of the sport with hands-on
demonstrations.
Find a Mentor
The best way to learn about catfishing is
to find a mentor. This might be a friend who is
a competent catfish angler or a family member
who enjoys catching these freshwater brutes.
In my experience, most catfishing folks tend to
be friendly types who enjoy sharing the sport
with others, and if you’ll just take time to ask
around, you should be able to find one who is
willing to teach you the basics. With luck, this
could develop into a lifelong friendship that
will make you glad you reached out for help.
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- Keith Sutton

IF YOU’RE NOT USING DRIFTMASTER...
GOOD LUCK!

MADE IN USA
.COM

ROD HOLDERS &
TROLLING SYSTEMS
BLACK RIVER TOOLS, INC.
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803-473-4927

HOW TO?

CFN How-to Video:
Catching Skipjack
with Captain Brian Barton
Brian Barton Outdoors
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CATFISH BASICS

Catfish Basics #074

Skipjack Preparation –
Rodney Crimm, B’n’M Poles

Taking care of freshly caught skipjack can pay big dividends,
according to B’n’M prostaffer Rodney Crimm. A little special care up
front results in a better bait when it’s time to go fishing.
“This is just the way I do it, and I don’t mind sharing,” instructed
Crimm. “I think everyone has to have the best bait possible at any
given location. When I catch skipjack, I have a cooler with ice right beside me. As soon as
that skipjack comes in it goes straight on the ice. That procedure stops the blood flow as
fast as possible and gets the skips cold quicker.”
“I liked to keep mine as dry as possible until I get home to freeze them. At that point, I
take each bait and individually wrap it in Saran Wrap before vacuum sealing it. The result,
I think, is the freshest frozen bait you can have.”
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Probing New Catfish Waters: Part 2 by Ron Presley

Editor’s Note: This is the second of a two-part series addressing the issue of fishing new waters.
Part one can be found in the September 2019 issue of CatfishNow with information from Carson
and Austin Pierce.

Combine technology and skills for best results.

M

ichael Haney had not been on the
Alabama River in 20 years. He
was facing that age-old question
that all anglers have when they go to fish
new waters. Where do I start?
Haney reported that he and his regular

It is serious business when Haney and
Crimm check out a new body of water. They
are looking for any hint that will help them
put fish in the boat.
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fishing partner, Rodney Crimm, had come
over three weeks previously to check out
the river, knowing that they would be
returning to fish it. It was the first time
ever for either one of them to rod and
reel fish the river.
Usually, on a new body of water Haney
and Crimm would stay away from deep
water. Their normal modus operandi is to
pinpoint structure and fish it thoroughly.
They found it hard to avoid the deep water
on the Alabama River so they faced a bit
of a challenge.
“Our strategy is generally to check
structure,” offered Haney. “We usually
stay away from deep holes unless we
mark some fish in them. We are normally
going to scan the bank and determine
exactly where the structure is. That’s the
place you find fish in abundance.”
Specifically, Haney and Crimm are
looking for ledges, humps, rocks,

When the generators stop and the water
goes slack, Haney and Crimm set up on a
double anchor to keep the boat from sliding
from side to side.
laydowns, or any other item that gives
the catfish a place to hide, rest, and
ambush.
“A lot of places where we go ledges
will have fish on them,” confirmed Haney.
“Or, if you can find a hump, right behind
that hump will probably hold some fish.”
“We run a Lowrance HDS-12 Live,”
added Crimm. “We use side scan sonar
and 2D sonar to pick up fish and structure.
We run it at about a 100-foot range so
we can cover a pretty large area to see if
there are trees, a hump, a ledge, or any
other structure that we mark fish on.”
Crimm confirmed that sometime they
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just mark structure. If it looks good and
they have a good gut feeling about it
they will put some baits out there and
see what happens. They don’t have to
see fish on the sonar to fish it.
“Sometimes those fish are tucked up
in that cover,” explained Crimm. “They
can be so tight that they do not show up
on the sonar. They can also be buried on
the bottom. When you catch those fish
and they are all muddied up on the side
you know immediately why you are not
seeing them on sonar. That is particularly
true on the side scan.”
Haney and Crimm both mentioned the
current on the Alabama River as another
challenge. The current comes and goes
with the generating schedules.
“Fish tend to be more active when there
is current,” explained Crimm. “When
the current is there, the fish are having
to swim constantly. They can’t’ just lay
there. They are burning more energy,

Crimm is particular about preparing his bait.
See Catfish Basics 74 in this issue to see
how he does it to leave it fresh and bloody.
burning more calories. It is just like you
and me. If we are exercising more, we are
burning calories and we have to replenish
those calories. So, when the fish are in a
heavier current situation they are having
to feed more often.”
“It is obvious but true,” added Haney.
“We tend to catch more fish when we
have current. Slack water tends to find
the fish less active. Current is a big
factor on these river systems that start
and stop the flow.”
If the generators are started and
current is produced, the bite is likely
to pick up. If generation stops and the
current slows, the bite normally slows
down with it.
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“When that current changes it is going
to take those fish a little while to adjust
to the water going back to where it was.
Say they shut it off. The fish will have
to adjust to the water going back slack.
The same thing is true if they start up
and generate more current,” suggested
Crimm.

“…a

place

to hide,
ambush.”

rest,

to us, but we caught 5 flatheads and 6
blues. And all the fish we caught were on
structure.”
Equipment Used: Haney and Crimm are
B’n’M prostaff anglers. They use B’n’M
rods, Flathead Fever Hooks, and Abu
Garcia 500 reels.

and

Because the current can come and go,
fishing techniques and equipment can be
important too. Anglers need to have the
right equipment on board to deal with
different situations. Slack water is a case
in point. You might need two anchors.
“Slack water situations require a
different setup,” explained Crimm. “When
there is not enough current to hold the
boat in place, you gotta’ let your front
anchor out and back off as far as you
need to put your back anchor out. Pull
out the slack between the two anchors to
complete the set up.”
The double anchor will keep your boat
from swinging around on you. If you are
trying to fish structure you want those
baits staying in place and not getting drug
around in a bunch of treetops or other
structure because the boat is moving.
The Alabama River is only one
example. Almost every body of water
has its own characteristics and it is the
angler’s responsibility to determine how
to fish it. Technology helps, but nothing
replaces experience.
“There are places we go to fish where
we would suspend fish,” concluded
Haney. “If we were on the Mississippi
River we would bump. Here on the
Alabama River, specifically the Swift
Creek area, the water is really deep. You
will see some 20 foot, but it is usually
30 plus. Because of the deep water we
fished it on the rope. The river is new
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by Ron Wong

Experience builds confidence.

T

he boat is loaded, tackle has been
prepped, lunch is packed with plenty of Having confidence in your own ability is
must when fishing new waters. Haney
bait on hand; we are ready to go catch a
and Crimm are shown here with one of
some catfish. The planned fishing trip is to a the cats they caught on their first trip to
body of water where you have little experience.
Lake Jordan in Alabama.
Can we catch some fish? We all think we
can, but unless you have confidence in your
equipment, partner and your knowledge, best lure or bait in your tackle box. Believing
you can do it, really does make good things
chances could be diminished.
As Bill Dance says, “Confidence is the happen.”
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We are creatures of habit, if something
works, we continually go back to using it. This
holds true to having a successful catfishing
trip no matter where you go.
I recently spent some time with brothers
Michael Haney and Rodney Crimm, both
professional catfishermen. We were on
Lake Jordan and the Alabama River out of
Wetumpka, Alabama this past spring.
Michael said, “Having my brother as my
partner gives me confidence that we will always
have a chance to win tournaments because
we work so well together. There are times we
disagree, but it isn’t about losing confidence
and that is important to be successful.”
Lake Jordan has a good population of
channel, blue and flathead catfish with early
summer the best time to catch good numbers
of fish. The Alabama River has some excellent
catfishing due to many deep holes and moving
water with excellent river access. The Alabama

Rodney Crimm has confidence in his
B’n’M poles. It comes from landing many
cats like this nice blue caught on a B’n’M
Silver Cat rod.
state record flathead catfish was caught out of
the Alabama River near Prattville. The beast
weighed 80 pounds.
Although they had never fished Lake
Jordan, Haney and Crimm had confidence
that they could catch catfish there.
As Michael said, “Confidence is important
in what you are using as it provides insight to
do well. It gives you a chance to understand
what to do especially when you go to a new
place.”
While we were idling around a large cove
on Lake Jordan, Haney had his eyes glued to
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the 12-inch Lowrance graph. He was looking
for fish, the right kind of fish and he began
explaining the different images on the screen.
“It takes homework to get comfortable
in distinguishing what the various images
represent,” explained Haney. “It takes some
good study time to give you confidence in
the equipment you use. At the same time, it
provides you with a high level of trust.”
To be successful on the water, you must
have confidence in your equipment. To gain
that trust your equipment must always perform
the task it was designed to do. The Lowrance
and Hummingbird graphs must have sharp
images to identify various objects in the water
100% of the time.
Michael and Rodney use B’n’M Silver Cat
and Elite catfish rods. They use them because
of the quality of workmanship in the rod and the
outstanding customer service of the company.
Their G3 Sportsman 200 is powered by a
200 horsepower Yamaha engine. That engine
must start every time you turn on the ignition,
especially if you are river fishing with current
for catfish.

It is never too early to start building
confidence in young anglers. Michael
Haney is shown here with his daughter on
a family fishing trip.
Knowing that all their equipment will perform
at the highest level all the time gives them
confidence each time they hit the water. From
there, it is up to the anglers to make the right
decisions with a clear mind to catch some fish.
It was about 20 years ago that Michael had
fished the Alabama River and had a good day
catching flatheads, channel and blue catfish.
Fast forward to May 2019, Michael and
Rodney fished the river for the first time since
then.
During the day, they had success catching
fish in deep holes that had some cover in it.
At night, fishing ledges, they caught some
nice catfish with a flathead that weighed 20
pounds. They said they lost a huge flathead
that would probably be more than 60 pounds
as they saw the fish several times before the
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“There are times we disagree...”

line broke.
On a following day on Lake Jordan, some
nice blue and channel catfish were caught that
were located with their sonar. They explained
that during late spring and early summer,
after the spawn, catfish will moving to ledges
leading to deeper water and become relatively
easy to catch using cut shad or live bream.
Because of their experience both fishermen
had the confidence they could catch fish on
both bodies of water in the Wetumpka/Prattville
area although they had not been on the river
in 20 years and never on Lake Jordan. Given

the success they had, they said fishing on this
part of the Alabama River should be on any
catfisherman’s bucket list.
Having confidence in your own ability
negates myths such as—fish bite the least
when the wind is out of the east. If you believe
this myth, or other similar ones, then you have
no confidence in catching fish. Confidence
is a positive mental attitude. Anglers that
remain positive no matter what the current
circumstances are likely to be successful at
catching fish.
Bill Dance says it best, “Have confidence in
yourself.” So, put some confidence into your
catfishing, it won’t let you down!
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by Ron Presley

M

ississippi River Monsters (MRM)
2019 attracted 125 catfish teams Terry and Gail Haraway relied on advice
from 20 different states to fish the Big from friends and what they knew from
Muddy out of Memphis. When the scales fishing their home waters in Alabama to
bring home the MRM win.
closed on Saturday evening September
19th, 217 catfish weighing 3,940 pounds
had been checked by TWRA officials and First Place
returned to the river. Amongst the 293
On their second trip to Memphis and
anglers, 31 were veterans competing for Mississippi River Monsters, Terry and
their own prizes.
Lisa Gale Haraway depended on what
they learned from last year’s MRM and
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advice from friends to put together a
winning strategy. They claimed top honors
at Memphis with a total weight of 128.34
pounds.
“The heat and water temps made the
bite a little different this year,” reported
Terry. “We relied on bumping and dragging
this year after anchoring last year.”
Team Haraway used 8-oz cannon ball
sinkers for the bumping and 4-oz dragging
weights when not bumping. They finished
the rigs with floats and 10/0 Mad Catter
hooks from Hooker Terminal Tackle.
“We used
skipjack as our bait,”
explained Lisa. “We catch our own ‘BAMA
SKIPS’ back home. We got some good
advice from Chris Saunders and Jody and
Brandy Atkins. They suggested we try
something a little different this year. We
also picked up some pointers from Hugh
and Rose Thompson. We took the advice
and tried something different each day
while prefishing.”
The team from Alabama travelled up
and down the river trying new spots but
also relying on what they knew best from

Robin L. East and Edmond Crowden gave all
the credit to fresh bait and risk taking for their
runner-up spot at MRM.
fishing their own home waters.
“We fished like we do back in Alabama
on Wheeler Lake,” added Lisa. “And it paid
off. We caught 21 fish on tournament day
from 7 to 59.9 pounds. We didn’t have a
clue that we were in the money. We were
just so thrilled and busy catching catfish to
worry about it. We never even discussed
the fact that we may have a chance at
placing.”
They were kept busy just having fun,
catching, weighing, and culling. After all
was said and done Lisa described culling a
19.8-pound cat because it was too stressed
and they were afraid it wouldn’t make it
to weigh-in. They kept a 14 pounder in its
place for weigh in.
“If we even had a clue, we were in the
top 10 we would have kept that 19-pounder
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and weighed it,” joked Lisa. “We could
have weighed it in early.”
In the only unusual thing that happened
to them Lisa told a story of a friend that fell
in the river.
“Nothing unusual happened to us during
the tournament,” Lisa said. “But after the
tournament we found out one of our best
friends fell in the Mississippi with the net
in his hand. I think Chad Bryant got a little
too excited when he had a catfish on.”
“After all is said and done, the best
advice we can give is don’t be afraid to
try new things and new areas,” concluded
Lisa. “But never forget your own
techniques. When you fish the Mississippi
you definitely need to be prepared to fish a
strong current. You also definitely need a
good trolling motor, a good heavy anchor
and round bumping weights. We don’t fish
current in Alabama and the first year we
fished MRM we were nowhere ready or
had a clue what we were doing. We went

It was third time charms for Scott Cress
and Carl Crone. Their third trip to MRM
garnered them a third-place finish at the
popular tournament.
prepared this year, and it paid off!”
Second Place
Tournament day at Mississippi River
Monsters started off for the runner-up
anglers, Robin East and Edmund Crowden,
by taking a gamble. Based on their pretournament preparation they decided to
run more than 75 miles to start their fishing.
“The only issue was the barge traffic,”
explained East. “It was terrible and it was
pitch dark. What I did when I left, was just
barely put the boat on plane and did not
go any faster for about an hour. A couple
other boats came running by a little faster
and I fell in behind them until the light got
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good enough to speed up on my own.”
“We got there around 35 to 40 minutes
before fishing time,” recalled East. “As
has come to be our tradition, Edmond
fixed breakfast while I prepared the rods.
It seemed like a lifetime passed before
fishing time came, but breakfast was
great.”
“We baited up with fresh skipjack from
Yammer and Sons Bait,” joked East. “It is
nice having a partner who is in the bait
business.”
“We put lines in the water and fished for
an hour with no success,” continued East.
“So, we picked up and moved about 400
yards. We dropped lines again and about
10 minutes into that pass we put the first
big fish in the boat, probably a low 40s
blue. The bite was just on from there.”
“One time I thought we had a monster,”

It was a dream come true after a shaky start
for Diane and Terry Stone when they weighed
this 68.7-pound Mississippi River Monster to
win Big Fish honors.
offered East. “Even when I got the fish to
the side of the boat he was straight down
on the bottom. I kept telling Edmond, ‘This
is an absolute monster.’ When we got it
up it was a 38-pound blue, hooked in the
belly. Any foul-hooked fish is disqualified,
so we couldn’t keep it.”
“By 10:00 am we had a 5 fish limit in
the boat,” said a smiling East. “The 5 fish
included another 40, this one a little bigger,
and some nice unders. We fish another 2
1/2 hours and culled several times. We
could have fished a little more but with the
fish we had in the livewell we decided to
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start the long ride back to the weigh-in.”
East and Crowden knew they had some
precious cargo onboard and they had to
take care of it. The team stopped every 30
min to drain out the old water and pump
fresh water back into the livewell. Some of
those stops also included adding gas from
the portable cans they brought for the long
haul they decided to make. Preparation
and courage are elements needed for a
long run. You lose a lot of fishing time and
it just requires a lot of confidence in the
fishing hole. But in this case, it paid off!
“Edmund and I are on cloud nine after
our second-place finish,” concluded East.
“We are extremely blessed and grateful
for being able to do what we do. In fact,
more people should look around them and
consider just how blessed they are too!”
(Editor’s Note: Five years to the date of
the Mississippi River Monsters tournament,
Robin East was in an accident. A young
man, high on marijuana, hit him head on.
He spent months in the hospital in an
induced coma, and not expected to live.
He counts his blessings every day and he
advises others to do the same.)
Third Place
The third spot at MRM went to the B’n’M
Poles team of Scott Cress and Carl Crone.
They teamed up to bring 119.87 pounds to
the scales to earn their spot.
“We arrived on Wednesday afternoon
and launched the boat around 1 pm,”
reported Cress. “This was only our 3rd
time on the Mississippi River and we didn’t
have much success the first two. I pinged
a few friends planning for this trip and they
gave me some hints on what to look for.
They suggested 3 mph current or less near
deep water.”
With that info in hand, Cress and Crone
went scouting and found a spot that met
the description and they marked a few fish.
They fished it for just a couple of minutes
and caught a 40 pounder. With smiles on
their faces they quickly pulled up and got

out of there.
“We spent Thursday and Friday looking
for similar water in the same general area,”
Cress said. “We did not have much luck.
We knew we were ‘all or nothing’ on that
spot so we kept our fingers crossed.”
On Friday night they watched the
recording of the Masingale brother’s
seminar from earlier in the day. Someone
in the crowd asked them what their favorite
water depth for fishing the Mississippi
was. Cress and Crone paid attention and
on tournament morning they focused their
fishing on the 40-foot range, where they
quickly caught 4 fish bumping with skipjack.
“I thought they were all overs,” offered
Cress. “Later in the day I measured the 20
pounder and was excited to see it was a
33-inch fish. I knew then we had a shot at
winning if we could catch a couple more
teenage fish.”
The last three hours of the day were
spent looking for a couple of smaller bites,
but they could only manage a 4-pounder
and had to settle for a 4-fish weigh-in.
“In hindsight we probably should have
stayed put,” continued Cress. “I had a
couple fish on that came off. That’s the
way it goes sometimes and why I’m a firm
believer that quality unders make a big
difference. A big shout out to the guys that
were able to cull fish and come up with a
solid limit!
“I’ll take 3rd against this field any day,”
concluded Cress. “This is a must attend
event on world class water! Thanks to B’n’M
Poles and Driftmaster Rod Holders for
supporting these events and the catfishing
community. The added bonus money these
companies put up is huge! George Young
Jr and his team put on a first-class show.
Can’t wait until next year!”
Big Fish
The MRM Big Fish came to Diane
Palovchik Stone, but only after a shaky
beginning to Monster Week. Diane and
her fishing partner/husband, Terry Stone,
had to put three new batteries in the
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boat and lost a depth finder when it was
left unmounted. Fortunately, the catfish
community came through as Robin East
and Bill Parfitt loaned them an extra one
from their boats.
Team Stone reported a tough bite
on tournament day. They had some
encouragement when they boated an 18
pounder, but moved around several times
without finding a good bite. Their next
move was the one that counted.
“I took a scan thru one area and found
a good hole,” reported Terry. “We cast our
rods out. It was about 20 minutes or so
when Diane’s Whisker Seeker Full Metal
Jacket Heavy Rod with a Triple Threat 10/0
circle hook just bent over in the Driftmaster
Rod Holder. The tip was almost touching
the water. My wife jumped up and reeled
down and the fight was on for 15 or 20
minutes.”
“When this big ol’ blue broke the top
of water I couldn’t believe it,” Terry said.
“Diane fought this thing like a champ.
When it was all said and done and this big
ol’ blue was in the livewell you couldn’t
imagine the excitement in the boat. There
was some high fives, hugs, and crying.”
“I thought oh my God,” added Diane.
“How am I gonna’ get this in the boat? I
still can’t believe it!”
Diane had just landed her personal
best blue catfish. The team headed to the
weigh-in with thoughts of wining Big Fish
for tournament and the 68.7-pound blue
did just that.
Team Stone thanked Whisker Seeker
Tackle, Driftmaster Rod Holders, and
R&R Sports, Inc, for the awesome catfish
products they provide.
“We want to thank everybody for
believing in us.,” concluded Terry. “Thank
you all.”

Littleton – 109.94
7th Place Joe Hardy, Barry Wilson &
Fonzie Malaikham – 108.56
8th Place Brad Box, Wesley Box & Nick
Domino – 106.73
9th Place Daryl & Jason Masingale & Matt
Bingham – 106.41
10th Place Ryan Lawrence & Mark Blauvelt
– 105.62
Other Winners
Highest placing team with a youth angler
Boat #118 Tyce Palmer
2nd Highest placing team with a youth
angler Boat #3 Gavin Baldasare
3rd Highest placing team with a youth
angler Boat #39 Jaiden Beeding
Veteran with the Biggest Fish Boat #48
Larry Davis
For more information on MRM and to
keep up with announcements for 2020 like
Mississippi River Monsters on Facebook
or visit the website at
www.mississippirivermonsters.com

The Remaining Top Ten
4th Place Carson Pierce, Cye Duley &
Austin Pierce – 117.78
5th Place Jason Jackson, Frank Kastl &
Ryan Casey – 115.81
6th Place Brad Stout, Billy & Bobby
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Many Guides Support
Selective Harvest

by Ron Presley

Selective Harvest by all levels of catfish anglers could greatly impact the
future of the fishery.

S

cientists report that a very important
factor related to a decline of many
fish species is overharvesting. While
numerous anglers have viewed catfish as
plentiful with no need to conserve, that
thinking needs to come to an end.
Luckily, the issue of overharvesting
can be attacked through education aimed
at selective harvest and common-sense
fishing habits.
Overfishing creates a problem because
catfish take many years to reach sexual
maturity. A flathead, for example, takes
from 3 to 6 years to reach sexual maturity
and can lay anywhere from a few hundred
to 100,000 or more eggs. The number
varies greatly depending on female size.
Texas Parks and Recreation reported
that a female will lay 1200 eggs for every pound she weighs. By that calculation
a 50-pound female could release 60,000
eggs at a time.
Coupled with the numerous reports
from anglers that the catfish population
is declining, more in some places than
others, the simple science suggest that
anglers should return more of the big fish
to the water and harvest only the smaller
fish. That is what selective harvest is all
about.
If anglers would return the large trophy fish to the water the wild population
of catfish would have a greater chance
of recovery. Many guides support that no-

tion by applying a size limit on their boat.
Texas angler Chad Ferguson is a strong
believer in selective harvest. The SeaArk
prostaffer guides on the Texas lakes of
Eagle Mountain, Lake Worth, Ray Roberts, Grapevine and Lewisville where
there are tons of good eating, smaller fish
to go along with the trophies.
“I release all fish over 5 pounds,” explained Ferguson. “It’s not only to keep
the big fish in the lake but also to make
sure I’m releasing all the fish capable of
spawn. I used to release everything over
10 pounds. About four years ago I dropped
it to five pounds and we still put plenty of
fish in the cooler.”
A similar scenario exists for Catch the
Fever prostaffer Capt. Paul Blackwell.
He views his boat rule as a combination
of common sense and conservation. He
owns and operates the Fish On Guide
Service, mostly on Santee Cooper in
South Carolina.
“Anything coming to the boat weighing more than 15 pounds—we release it,”
Blackwell said. “There is an abundance
of 15 pound and under fish in the lake.
The bigger fish are the breeding stock
and important to the future. I want other
anglers to have the opportunity to catch
a true trophy catfish and make the same
memories I have been able to make over
the years.”
“The goal of my guide service is not
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to take clients fishing for groceries,” concluded Blackwell. “I take clients fishing for Chad Ferguson catches plenty of big cats
the experience they have and the memo- on his guided trips in Texas, but anything
over 5 pounds is returned to the water.
ries they make.”
These two guides are good role models
for others to follow. Conditions vary from
one body of water to another, but setting positive way.
In addition to letting the bigger fish go
boat rules appropriate to the water you
fish can serve the conservation effort in a back, anglers should also take only what
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they need of the smaller fish. That is the
other leg of selective harvest.
Conservation savvy anglers should
adopt a strategy of selective harvest and
practice CPR. If they also convince others to do the same, the outlook for trophy
catfish in the future will improve greatly.

Paul Blackwell guides on Santee Cooper in
South Carolina where his goal is to make
memories, not fill coolers. Anything over 15
goes back.
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by Ron Presley

Time on the water is time well spent.

W

hen these two anglers met, only
one was a catfish chaser. That all
changed as one man’s passion
became a passion for two. No more
concerts, plays, and traveling for fun. Now
they travel and catfish for fun.
Scott and Julie Lovelace make their
home in the small west Tennessee town of
Humboldt. Scott has been an Emergency
Medical Technician for nearly 30 years and
Julie just recently completed her Bachelor
of Science in Nursing.
Even though they are 3 1/3 hours away
from the closest launch in Rogersville, AL

It’s all about the fun with Scott and Julie
Loveless. They are shown here hammin’ it
up at Winter Blues in 2017.
and 5 hours from their favorite launch at
Ditto Landing in Huntsville, they consider
their home waters to be Wheeler Lake.
Scott’s passion for fishing began as a
toddler. He would wander off to the family
lake whenever his parents or grandparents
were not watching.
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“It was my grandmother, who first
introduced me to fishing,” recalled Scott.
“She would take me out to dig worms in
the pig lot or we would knock down “tobby”
(catawba) worms for bait.”
“I cherish every memory of me and Nanny
on the pond bank,” continued Scott. “We
would only catch channel catfish, bream
and crappie, but my love and passion
for chasing monster blues grew from my
childhood experiences on the farm.”
Julies experience was different. She
did not grow up fishing but got the fishing
fever later from Scott.
“I grew up not really getting to fish,”
said Julie. “But I always loved the water
and being on it. My grandfather and my
great uncle routinely fished for crappie on
Kentucky Lake at Harmons Creek. Every
summer I would go with my grandparents
and spend time at the lake. He never
wanted to take me out though, because he
said I made too much noise.”

Scott and Julie are shown here at a
HOLD’em Hook event, one of their favorite
tournament trails.
“When Scott and I got together we enjoyed
trips to the same area my grandfather
fished, Harmon’s Creek,” explained Julie.
“We fished for bream, crappie, and channel
catfish. I enjoy learning new things and
learning to fish was one of them. Scott
was a great teacher.”
A trip on the Mississippi River with
James “Big Cat” Patterson sealed the
deal for the willing couple. After that
experience, they were becoming serious
catfish anglers. Now they mostly fish the
Tennessee River chain in north Alabama
(Wilson and Wheeler), the Cumberland
River out of Clarksville, and occasionally
the Mississippi River.
“We now fish all over,” Julie said. “My
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favorite place to fish is Wheeler and
Wilson. Our first tournament was the
Mississippi River Monsters tournament
out of Memphis. Scott caught his personal
best 42-pound blue cat. He was hooked
and I knew that this would be our new
favorite hobby.”
As a team Scott and Julie were
influenced greatly by that first tournament
in Memphis. They discovered a whole world
of new friends with common interests.
To begin with they had no idea who the
guys parked next to them on tournament
morning were.
“It was Jackie and Jonathan Cooksey,”
revealed Julie. “We had no idea at the
time who we were talking to. They may
not realize how something so small like
that, showed us how nice the catfishing
community can be. They were very nice and
even came up to us after the tournament.
They have always been willing to answer
questions since that day and always ask
how we have been doing.”

Following their first Mississippi River
Monsters tournament they were sure they
wanted to continue tournament fishing.
It was that tournament experience and
various members of the catfish community
that made tournament catfishing something
they wanted to do.
“We learned a lot that first tournament,”
continued Julie. “We thought we had a
giant when we brought in that 42-pound
catfish to weigh-in. We were able to meet
Bill Dance for the first time at this event.
He was one of Scott’s idols from childhood.
In fact, everyone was so nice and friendly
at this first tournament, it really did help to
get us hooked!”
Julie was also influenced by the large
number of women anglers in the catfish
community. She had followed Melinda
Folsom on Facebook and through
tournament results. She looked at her as
“the women in catfishing.”
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“We meet Melinda and her husband
Bryan after the JKV on Wheeler in January
of 2017,” recalled Julie. “I was so nervous
to talk to her but we have since become
great friends with Melinda and Bryan.
They are such good people and are willing
to help anyone with almost anything.
They truly have become some of our best
friends and I look forward to seeing them
at events.
“My personal best 39-pound blue cat
came when we were fishing a trifecta
tournament,” recalled Julie. “We were
fishing out of Ditto Landing in Huntsville,
AL. We hadn’t caught much that day and we
had decided to move further downstream
to see if our luck would change.”
“We came to a spot that Scott said just
looked ‘fishy,’” continued Julie. “We threw
all of our lines out and I sat in the hot seat.
Within 15 minutes I had a fish on. It was
the rod that we had cast into the shallow
water of this area.”
“This experience taught us to go with
our gut,” explained Julie. “We had never
fished this part of the river and there was
nothing special about it, just a gut feeling.
It also taught us not to be afraid to leave
an area. Just because you have caught
fish in a certain area in the past doesn’t
mean they will be there each time. Fish
move and so should we.”
As their new hobby developed it
instilled a strong sense of responsibly as
it relates to taking care of the catfish they
catch. Scott and Julie both practice and
strongly encourage others to catch-photorelease (CPR) as part of their conservation
strategy.
“We advocate for the protection of
the larger trophy/breeding size catfish,”
offered Scott. “It is more than CPR; we
must protect the species by providing
adequate livewells and oxygen systems to
prepare them for a live release.”
Loveless Catfishing recently obtained
a new 2020 Excel Boats StormCat which
they expect to last them for the remainder
of their fishing careers. They both stated
that they plan to continue catfishing until

they could do it no longer.
“Loveless Catfishing is about having
fun,” Julie said. “Meeting new people and
learning new things are a plus. We are
willing to let anyone jump on the boat with
us or we will get on anyone else’s boat to
go fishing. We also like to help out where
we can, whether it be for a good cause
or at a tournament. Winning is nice, but
just being around our friends and having a
good time is what we are about.”

“…I knew that this would be
our new favorite hobby.”
“I would love to retire today and catfish
full-time,” offered Julie. “But unfortunately,
it takes money to do what we do. What I
love about tournament fishing is meeting
new people, competing against some of
the best in the field, and making friendships
that will hopefully last a lifetime. We have
been blessed to meet some of the nicest
most sincere people you will ever meet
since starting on our catfishing journey. We
say that as long as we have a good time
it doesn’t matter if we win or not because
having fun is what is important.”
“My passion for fishing comes from the
ability to get away from it all,” continued
Julie. “Catfishing is a few hours of peace
and getting away from everything else. My
favorite part of fishing is to get to spend
time with my husband. With our jobs, we
rarely get to see each other during the
week, so fishing together is really the only
way we get to spend time together.”
“Our passion is fishing local tournament
trails,” concluded Scott. “The trails we
fish are sort of monthly family reunions.
We love competing against everyone,
including our friends. We are just as excited
when someone else wins a tournament or
catches a new personal best as when we
do it ourselves.”
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- Ron Presley

Why We Catfish

A Guest Editorial by Janet and Bink Fox

Editor’s Note: Fifty-year-old James “Bink” Fox and 53-year-old Janet Fox have been married
for 30 years. Prominent in that relationship is their love for catfishing. They follow the catfish
scene as a well-respected husband and wife team. They love the competition, but they are also
always anxious to meet and greet their fellow catfish anglers. Janet pinned the following story
in consultation with Bink.

A transition from river adventures to tournament fishing.

W

hen we first started fishing together,
we would hit the Ohio River in
Gallipolis, OH which is an hour south
of our McArthur, OH home. It was a pretty
quick and easy trip. Now we travel wherever a
tournament may take us.
Bink was introduced to catfishing by his
mom and dad when he was just a month old.
They had him fishing on the bank of Salt Creek
and that started his love of catfishing even if
he didn’t know it yet.
I was a city girl and never fished until I met

Janet and Bink Fox are shown here after
completing the Mad Jack Tournament in
2019.
Bink. Slowly he talked me into going with him
for short periods of time. Eventually, I loved to
go fishing with him as much as he loved taking
me.
Our adventures on the river ultimately led
us to fish in local tournaments. Then, in 2003
we started fishing the Bass Pro Cabela’s King
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Kat Trail. Back then it was just the Cabela’s
King Kat. We have fished the King Kat Trail
every year since then.
We have met so many amazing people
while fishing. We wouldn’t trade those friends
and relationships for anything. It’s just amazing
how fellow catfishermen and women will help
you in a time of need. No matter if it’s day or
night, a phone call is all it takes. And I promise
you, someone will be there for you. We know
from experience.
Catfishing has changed so much over the
years and continues to change. That change
makes it even more challenging. From just the
basic fishing rods and hooks to the electronics
there is always something new. I think all
fishermen enjoy the challenge of learning
something new.
The younger generation is really getting
into catfishing and it is great to see. They
thrive on learning and we love to share what
we know and listen to what they are doing. If
just one person can learn something new that

Weigh-in lines are one of Team Lucky Fox’s
favorite places. They are shown here in their
SeaArk RiverCat 200 at the 2019 SeaArk
Owners Invitational in Decatur, AL.
is all it takes to spread it to others.
We could go on and on about people we
admire in catfishing—Phil King, Jeff Dodd,
and Doc Lange, to name a few.
Phil King was one of the first pro fishermen
we met many years ago. He talked to us
like he knew us forever. He gave us great
encouragement to keep fishing even when we
were having a bad tournament.
“Big Daddy” Jeff Dodd has always been
helpful to us. He has answered so many
questions that he probably gets tired of us.
Another fellow fisherman, Doc Lange,
has become like family to both of us. We are
always happy to visit with him.
One of our greatest memories was when we
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won the inaugural Winter Blues tournament on
Lake Wheeler. We had very little time to prefish and our electronics had gone out so we
were basically fishing blind. Thankfully, Bink
had a plan and pulled out the old paper map. It
paid off in a big win that included me catching
my personal best blue cat at 76.4 pounds.
When all is said and done, we catfish
because of the time that Bink and I spend
together and the good times we have talking
with other fishermen.
Finally, we both want to ask everyone to
practice CPR. It is the right thing to do so we
all can continue to catch those big beautiful
catfish.

Bink and Janet are shown here with one
of the good friends they have made on the
tournament trail, Doc Lange.

Tight lines,
Bink & Janet, aka Team Lucky Fox
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CATFISH CLUBS

Corrections or additions contact us at catfishnow.com

CLUB

Link

ALABAMA CATFISH SERIES
ALL AMERICAN CATFISH TOURNAMENTS
BIG SIOUX CAT ANGLERS
BASS PRO CABELA’S KING KAT TOURNAMENT TRAIL
CATFISH CHASERS TOURNAMENT SERIES
CATFISH CONFERENCE
CATFISH NATION OUTDOORS
CATFISH MAFIA
CENTRAL MISSOURI CATS
CENTRAL TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
CHATTAHOOCHEE HILLJACK CATFISHING
CHICK FIGHT
CUMBERLAND RIVER CATMAN’S ASSOCIATION
FISHIN BLUES
FLATHEAD BLUES ON CHANNEL 2
GET-N-HOOKED
HOLD’EM HOOK CATFISH TRAIL
ICATS
INDIANA CATFISH
J.K.V. CATFISHING TOURNAMENT TRAIL
KANAWHA RIVER CATFISH CLUB
KERR LAKE MADKATTERS
M&J CATFISH WAR
MICHIGAN CATFISH ANGLERS TRAIL
MISSISSIPPI CATFISH TRAIL
MISSISSIPPI RIVER MONSTERS
MONSTERS ON THE OHIO
OHIO VALLEY CATFISHING
OLD DOMINION CATFISH CLUB
RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH LEAGUE
REEL DEAL EXTREME CATFISHING
SCHEELS BOUNDRY BATTLE CATFISH TOURNAMENT
SOUTHEASTERN CATFISH CLUB
SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA MO RIVER CATFISH CLUB
SOUTHWEST OHIO CATFISH CLUB
TNT CATFISHING
TENNESSEE RIVER CATFISH CLUB
TRI STATE KATS
TRI-COUNTY CATFISH ASSOCIATION
TUG-N-JUGS
TWISTED CAT OUTDOORS
WEST TN CATFISH ANGLERS

FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
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CATFISH CALENDAR
(Fishermen, check with club/association for exact dates, changes, cancellations and rules.)
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
NOV
NOV
NOV
NOV
NOV
NOV
NOV
NOV
NOV
NOV
NOV
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC

19th
19th
19th
19 - 20
20th
26th
26th
26th
26th
26th
27th
28th
1-2
2nd
2nd
2-3
9th
16th
16th
16th
16th
23 - 24
30th
1st
7th
7th
14th
14th

CABELA’S KING KAT TOURNAMENT TRAIL
CUMBERLAND RIVER CATMAN’S ASSOC
KERR LAKE MADDKATTERS
TRI-COUNTY CATFISH ASSOCIATION
CENTRAL MISSOURI CATFISH
CENTRAL TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
ALL AMERICAN CATFISH TOURNAMENTS
JKV CATFISHING TOURNAMENT TRAIL SERIES
MISSISSIPPI CATFISH TRAIL
REEL DEAL EXTREME CATFISHING
SOUTH WEST OHIO CATFISH CLUB
HOLD’EM HOOK CATFISH TRAIL
CABELA’S KING KAT TOURNAMENT TRAIL
FLATHEAD BLUES
OLD DOMINION CATFISH CLUB
FISHN BLUES
CHATTAHOOCHEE HILLJACK CATFISHING
CENTRAL MISSOURI CATFISH
CUMBERLAND RIVER CATMAN’S ASSOC
MISSISSIPPI CATFISH TRAIL
TENNESSEE RIVER CATFISH CLUB
CENTRAL TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
HOLD’EM HOOK CATFISH TRAIL
CENTRAL MISSOURI CATFISH
ALL AMERICAN CATFISH TOURNAMENTS
OLD DOMINION CATFISH CLUB
CUMBERLAND RIVER CATMAN’S ASSOC
TENNESSEE RIVER CATFISH CLUB

OHIO RIVER
TRAIL
CLARKSVILLE TN MARINA
CLUB
KERR LAKE
CHAMPIONSHIP
KUTCHIES
CLASSIC
WAVERLY
CLUB/DAY
WACO
TRAIL
KAW POINT
TOURNAMENT OF CHAMP
OWENSBORO RAMP
ACS BENEFIT
WARFIELD PARK CAMPOUT TRAIL
TBD
CHAMPIONSHIP
TBD
CHAMPIONSHIP
INGALLS HARBOR
KIDS CHRISTMAS TOURNAMENT
WHEELER LAKE
CLASSIC
HOOVER RESERVOIR
HOOVER CHILL OUT
HOPEWELL MARINA
CLUB
STEED
CLUB
WHEELER LAKE
CLUB
COFFMAN BEACH ACCESS LOZCLUB/DAY
LICK CREEK BOAT RAMP
CLUB
HELENA
TRAIL
PICKWICK
CLUB
TBD
CLASSIC
INGALLS HARBOR
ANNUAL TURKEY BOWL
GLASGOW
CLUB/DAY
LEXINGTON MO
2ND ANNUAL CATFISH GAMES
CLARKSVILLE TN MARINA
CHICKAMAUGA
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CLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP

Tournament Results

SEPTEMBER 14th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

M&J CATFISH WAR
GORDON BOAT RAMP

Marty Highnote/Dennis Parker
Matt Gillis/Jaush Gillis
Ronnie Dixon/Joshua Peterman
Mark Johnson
Caleb Downing

129.8
104.8
103.12
92.2
70.1

BIG FISH
1. Mark Johnson/Roger

SEPTEMBER 14th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

37

TENNESSEE RIVER CATFISH CLUB
WHEELER LAKE

Damian Clark/Mark Parrish
Michael Clark/Brian Meares
Chris Ward/Chris Carter
John Nugent/Crystal Scott
Josh Williams/Warren Simmons

79.09
78.04
69.08
54.03
53.04

BIG FISH
1. Damian Clark/Mark Parrish

SEPTEMBER 21st
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

47.02

CABELA’S KING KAT TOURNAMENT TRAIL
TENNESSEE/CUMBERLAND RIVERS

Dale Kerns/Greg Edwards
Wayne Bodine/Travis Bodine
Noel Dillard/Tim Doom
Gerrett Joiner/Lynn Hathaway
Carl Morris/Rob Parsons

123.04
98.6
97.36
70.18
58.6

BIG FISH
1. Dale Kerns/Greg Edwards

SEPTEMBER 21st
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

39.38

CATFISH CHASERS TOURNAMENT SERIES
MISSOURI RIVER

Wehling/Diepenbrock
Scarbury/Eigenman
Thompson
Kaufman/Kaufman
Wolf/Wolf

56.05
55.6
51.7
48.4
45.35

BIG FISH
1. Wehling/Kerl

17.7
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Tournament Results
CUMBERLAND RIVER CATMAN’S ASSOC.

SEPTEMBER 21st

ASHLAND CITY TN

1. Tony Fuller/Neville Watkins
2. Dave Ploughman/Mitchell Frazier
3. Kevin Breedlove/Justin Thomas Grell

73.35
61.55
57.8

BIG FISH
1. Dave Ploughman/Mitchell Frazier

33.85

INDIANA CATFISH ASSOCIATION

SEPTEMBER 21st
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MONROE LAKE

Tyson Banks/Michael Sowders
Kevin/Kevin
Corey Peterson/Travis Yost
Jeff Mitchner/James Halcomb
Terry Holding/Mary Jane Wood

37.4
33.5
32
31.1
30.6

BIG FISH
1. Kevin/Kevin

11.8

KERR LAKE MADKATTERS

SEPTEMBER 21at

KERR LAKE

1. Team Flynt
2. Team Hughes
3. Team Pugh

79.91
55.6
43.46

MISSISSIPPI RIVER MONSTERS

SEPTEMBER 21st
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MISSISSIPPI RIVER

Terry Haraway/Lisa Haraway
Robin East/Edmond Crowden
Scott Cress/Carl Crone
Carson Pierce/Cye Duley/Austin Pierce
Jason Jackson/Frank Kastl/Ryan Casey

128.34
127.87
119.87
117.48
115.81

BIG FISH
1. Terry Stone/Diane Stone

68.7

TRI-COUNTY

SEPTEMBER 21st
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PEKIN

Mike Yuvan/Joe Yuvan
Jeff Brown/Tom Petty
Randy Templeton/Michael Crickman
Cassie Kuehl/Tim Kuehl/Mike Kuehl
Ray Eustis/John Liles

89.75
81.3
80.85
79.1
78.4

BIG FISH
1. Tom Luttrell/Hunter Luttrell

30
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Tournament Results
CATFISH MAFIA

SEPTEMBER 21st - 22nd

SUSQUEHANNA RIVER

1. Justin Strait/Shawn Sipes/Brian Strait
2. Andrew Lentz/Craig Williams/Jeffery
Pearsan/Chris Knaub
3. Mike Hoover/Kelly Hoover

SEPTEMBER 22nd

136.8
122.2
77.6

CENTRAL MISSOURI CATFISH
NEW HAVEN

1. James Polly/Destin Layn Sandfort
2. Jasse Garrison/Nick Bolzenius
3. Danny Salfen/Lance Grady

SEPTEMBER 27th - 28th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

16.03
2.1
2

CABELA’S KING KAT
OHIO RIVER

Chris Grose/Mike Grose
Justin Hedges/Rodney Hall
Tom Petrowski/Henry Neafus
Lawrence Taugher/Terry Raymer
Wayne Bodine/Travis Bodine

210.74
182.62
163.78
150.56
137.54

BIG FISH
1. Paul Petroeski Jr./William Conway

SEPTEMBER 28th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

52.62

HOLD’em HOOK CATFISH TRAIL
JOE WHEELER

Wayne Reed
Partners in Slime
Terry Haraway
Robin East
David Ryals

72.8
65.7
61.6
61.6
59.6

BIG FISH
1. Terry Haraway

SEPTEMBER 28th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

40.7

JKV CATFISHING TOURNAMENT TRAIL
LEAVENWORTH

Delmar Wagner/Randy Graver
Stephen Fancher/Nick
Denver Burden/Joe Garrett
Mark Northerner/Chris Musick
Justin Arthur/Kevin Childress

145.9
77.35
75.3
72.15
71.6

BIG FISH
1. Delmar Wagner/Randy Graver

83.1
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Tournament Results
SEPTEMBER 28th

OLD DOMINION CATFISH CLUB
HOPEWELL MARINA

1. William Pitts/Lou Roth/Krista McKinney
2. Bruce Conner/James Keatts/Sharon
Leigh
3. Mike Messinger/Rebecca Williams
4. Howard Staton/Joey Keefe
5. William Hauser/James Williams

116.05
105.11
102.57
97.73
77.84

BIG FISH
1. Bruce Conner/James Keatts/Sharon
Leigh

SEPTEMBER 28th - 29th

76.86

ALL AMERICAN CATFISH TOURNAMENTS
STERET CREEK MARINA

1. Brian Ellison/Greg Floyd
2. John Berglund/Eddie Henney/Ryan Berglund
3. Eric Horton/Jordan Horton
4. Larry Howard/Shane Phillips/Gerald
Shnoder
5. Andrew Carnes/John Trager

93.37
69.25
60.43
55.95
49.68

BIG FISH
1. Brian Ellison/Greg Floyd

OCTOBER 5th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

35.31

CABELA’S KING KAT
LAKE WATEREE

Richard Wimmer/Kevin Hubbard
Zach Taylor/Ken Kennamer
Jason Sullivan/Barry Moore
Dean Birch/Ethan Varnadore
Brian Thomas/Jimmy Thomas Jr

102.22
96.56
94.12
78.32
74.02

BIG FISH
1. Zach Taylor/Ken Kennamer

OCTOBER 5th
1. Clint Tanner/Bill Tanner
2. Tom Petrowski/Henry Naefus
3. Brent Riddle/Chris Stout/Roy Harkness
4. Donald Moore/Donny Moore/Brad Pruett
5. Charles LaPlant/Mike Davis

42.7

TWISTED CAT OUTDOORS
NEW MADRID
102.71
97.41
97.22
89.98
85.77

BIG FISH
1. John Palmer/Grae Palmer/Tyce Palmer

59.24

Tournament Results

OCTOBER 5th - 6th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

INDIANA CATFISH ASSOCIATION
RACCOON LAKE

Cory Wines/Greg Stockton
Brent Ramsey/RL Ramsey
Corey Peterson/Travis Yost
Bradley/Marvin/Jeffery
Terry Holding/MJ Wood

34.2
28.3
27.4
26.8
26.5

BIG FISH
1. Morris Arnold/Floyd

13.4
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Got Bait?
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